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A goal of this project is automating software design by accumulating knowledge and experience of human designers. CREATOR2, an experimental expert system that simulates behavior of human designers by applying design process knowledge is introduced. A novel point is using a unified representation scheme for the design process knowledge, composed of design rules for detailing and tacit knowledge, and the design product knowledge. Experiments on designing switching software are reported.

1 Introduction

Automating software design is the theme of the Software Creation Project [7, 8, 9, 10] and some preliminary results and implementations have already been reported [1, 7, 8, 9]. This paper introduces a viewpoints on capturing and applying the design process knowledge composed of design rules and tacit knowledge, using multiple strategy in applying tacit knowledge, and an Object-Oriented (OO) implementation of it in an experimental expert system. Figure 1 depicts the idea [11]. The main idea is to follow design steps of human designers. The design rules are extracted from an actual design by comparing the documents in successive design phases. This knowledge is reused by the CREATOR2 expert system. The tacit knowledge is used for selecting and applying design rules. The research starts from the lowest and the most detailed design and goes upward hierarchically to more knowledge intensive areas.

2 Software Design Knowledge

Here we concentrate on representation of software design knowledge, i.e. design product knowledge and the design process knowledge, in reusable form, and introducing an structure for integrating them in CREATOR2 system.

2.1 Design product knowledge

Design product knowledge relies on the perspective that the design system is viewed. It includes domain-specific concepts and constraints of the task. We have used the Specification and Description Language (CCITT-SDL) [3] for encoding the design product knowledge and preparing the input/output files. SDL has both graphic (SDL/GR) and text-based (SDL/PR) representations. Fig. 2 shows an example of SDL/GR and SDL/PR. CASE tools for converting these two forms and editing such files are available [15].

![Figure 1: Overview of the Software Creation project.](image1)

![Figure 2: Example of SDL/GR and SDL/PR.](image2)
In CREATOR2, design product knowledge is represented by a structure of *class* and *instance* objects. The class objects are defined as counterparts of SDL/GR symbols, such as STATE, TASK and DECISION. Every SDL/GR symbol is associated with a frame that embodies all the information related to that symbol, such as its class, function, name, connections, etc. This data is recorded in the slots of the instance objects. Fig. 3 shows frame representation for the STATE symbol [5]. A design input file is represented by a structure of such frames in the CREATOR2, as shown in this figure.

**2.2 Design process knowledge**

Design process knowledge involves ‘design rules’ acquired from human design, and ‘tacit knowledge’ to make such patterns operational.

**2.2.1 Design rules**

Design rules are used for replacing SDL/GR symbols with a number of other symbols in detailing the function; generating a task from successive states; splitting an SDL process; and adding events, etc. A method for deriving design rules has already been introduced [1, 7, 8, 9, 13].

In CREATOR2, the detailing design rules are classified in 4 groups defined by TASK-RULE, DECISION-RULE, OUTPUT-RULE and INPUT-RULE. Figure 4 shows an example. A design rule is composed of a parent frame for the pre-transformation symbol and a number of child frames for post-transformation ones.

There are other design rules that embody certain procedures, and are represented by a single object that has some dedicated *methods*. A *method* is a short program embodying the procedure for creating objects, slots, and assigning value of the slots, etc.

**2.2.2 Tacit knowledge**

A main activity in human design involves selection of design rules using tacit knowledge. We have distin-
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**Figure 3:** Frame representation of a SDL/GR symbol.

**Figure 4:** Frame representation of design rules.

**Figure 5:** Intra- and inter-process detailing.

On the other hand, in inter-process detailing, tacit knowledge is used for applying design rules that trigger other SDL processes. For example, an instance of a new process is created. This is shown in the upper part of Fig. 5. In intra-process strategy, a local and limited search is sufficient to find the proper design rule. However, in
inter-process strategy a look-ahead (e.g., finding the succeeding state and the events between them) or look-back (e.g., finding the preceding state, matching events, etc.) search strategy are applied.

3 Experimental Expert System

We have developed the CREATOR2 system based on the idea of integrating different expert units to achieve a common goal. The system is composed of 6 expert units that are specialized in a certain area (see Fig. 6).

(1) The human designer prepares an initial design input file using SDL/GR graphic symbols. This is converted to SDL/PR by the SDT CASE tool [15], and fed to the CREATOR2 system. The SDL/PR is converted to frame structure, suitable for processing by the expert system. The CREATOR2 checks if this frame structure can be detailed by already recorded design rules that can be customized to exhibit the required function. Already used versions are recorded and applied in similar situations. The results detailing and customization are recorded in the created frame structure which is finally converted to SDL/PR. This can be converted to C code by the SDT CASE tool. The designer can check and modify the results, if it is necessary. This ensures high flexibility of the design while maintaining its rationale.

(2) The CREATOR2 system is implemented on Hitachi 3050 Workstation using ES/KERNEL/2 expert system shell [4] that works together with the SDT CASE Tool [15]. SDT is used for graphic editing, converting text based SDL/PR to graphic based SDL/GR, and converting SDL/PR or SDL/GR to C code. The other design tasks, conversion, reasoning and detailing are performed by the CREATOR2 system. Presently, a set of frequently used design rules are also converted to the frame structure using the RULE_TO_FRAME expert. (See Fig. 3).

The CREATION expert stays as the core of the CREATOR2 system. In the knowledge base, there are already two group of frames for input file and design rules. The CREATION expert is responsible for checking the input frame structure, fetching design rules and adding child frames of the matched design rules to the input frame structure. Fig. 7 shows an example of a method for intra-process detailing by the CREATION expert. Design proceeds by applying design rules at various levels during inter- and intra-process detailing. All design steps are recorded according to their order of appearance and the system can explain each step if asked to.

The results of creation are delivered to the ADJUSTMENT expert which is responsible for customizing the candidate frames and adjusting the links. This is the hardest task of automatic design because every slot of a candidate frame must be checked and all newly created frames should be accounted for. The LIBRARY expert keeps record of the customized design rules. This is necessary for saving time in similar design cases and when a design rule is applied repetitively. The ADJUSTMENT and LIBRARY experts together realize the learning function of the CREATOR2 system.

Finally, the FRAME_TO_PR expert converts the final frame structure to text based SDL/PR that can be used by the SDT CASE tool.

4 Experimental Results

Switching software is considered as the problem domain. In the experiment for designing the switching control program for the Plain Ordinary Telephone Service (POTS), we start with a single SDL process, describing ‘call’ (caller and called) behavior. The system splits it to two ‘caller’ and ‘called’ processes [13]. These two processes are further detailed to elementary tasks and decisions. It takes about 12 minutes to design simplified POTS composed of about 50 SDL/GR symbols.

Similar experiments are performed for other switching services such as Full-Call-Back Transfer (FCBT) [13]. Fig. 8 shows the overall progress of detailing for POTS and FCBT. During the design by the CREATOR2 system, the input file is detailed around 6-10 times. Then SDT CASE tool converts it to C codes of 10 times, resulting in 60-100 times code expansion.
5 Discussion

Research in automatic software design is inspired by top-down approach of the generic task-oriented methodologies, such as [12, 14, 6], in which software design is viewed as incremental editing and refinement of a text-based generic object. In this project we have applied graphical symbol-based detailing rather than text-based one. This allows integration of the present CASE tools with the knowledge-based reasoning techniques.

In some works the need for distinguishing between the design product knowledge and design process knowledge is mentioned [2, 16]. We have proposed a unified framework for representing both the design process and the design product knowledge. We have distinguished between the design rules and the tacit knowledge of the design process. The former is domain-oriented and derived from actual design. The latter is general software design knowledge. We use this for designing software other than switching software.

Many systems have considered a single strategy in design [14, 6]. In CREATOR2 various strategies are applied at different steps. We use both the top-down multi-layer decomposition strategy to proceed towards a goal and the data-driven strategy within a single layer.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents an implementation of the experimental expert system, CREATOR2 which follows the design steps of human software designers by extracting and reusing the design process knowledge. Experimental result of developing switching software is reported. The CREATOR2 is currently a domain-specific program synthesis system rather than a general purpose software design system. It serves as an experimental platform for the study of human design and building sophisticated knowledge-based software engineering systems.
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